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who had vanished into thin air" violate the RBL? The sentence: The Man who had vanished into thin air Is this a violation of the RBL? A: It has the potential to be ambiguous. We cannot tell for sure what the authors intended to convey. It is clear that the author is referring to Arthur Conan Doyle's immortal detective Sherlock

Holmes. In addition, we can assume that Doyle is of course referring to Sherlock Holmes who vanished into the "thin air" of thin air. But we cannot deduce for sure what the author intends as a reference to here. 'The man who had vanished into thin air' The English language is full of ambiguous constructs and even the RBL itself
is ambiguous sometimes. It is easy to create a scenario where the sentence could be interpreted in a number of different ways. However, in this case we can state, with a high degree of confidence, that the author is not specifically referring to Arthur Conan Doyle (Sherlock Holmes)'s vanishing into thin air, but instead is using

the word 'had' in a non-specific way to indicate the author is referring to someone who has disappeared into thin air. The impacts of early life conditions are critically important to understand. Clinical and epidemiological studies have illustrated that early life conditions can affect vital areas of development in childhood,
adulthood, and even into old age. It is postulated that many of these effects are mediated through variations in the epigenome. Epigenetics is the study of heritable changes in gene expression that occur independently of changes in the genome. Epigenetic mechanisms contribute to normal processes of development and

responses to the environment and
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